The following are pictures from week of 5.27.19 - 5.31.19 in regards to the East/West Technology Buildings Renovations and Addition Project. We have successfully reached our first major milestone for the project and that is demolition (minus a few areas that will be tackled later) is finished in both buildings. Additionally, the roof restoration portion of the project for East Tech has been finished as well. Preparation for the masons coming in soon and filling in existing or openings created by demolition is progressing well. There will be a lot of saw-cutting and opening up of existing floors happening soon in preparation for the installation of some new plumbing in association with some new fixtures in the next few weeks. The mechanical and electrical contractors work is coming along nicely as they remove existing ductwork and plumbing lines (both HVAC and domestic), electrical lines and associated conduit, etc.

Photo #1 was taken from the CLRC and shows the completed roof of East Tech. The highlighted mechanical unit installed is for the new mini-split HVAC system keeping the temporary server room in East Tech cool for the unit housed there. Photo #2 shows some existing wall openings in East Tech that will be filled in prepped and ready for the new masonry to be “toothed in.” Photo #3 is in East Tech where an old display case has been removed and will be replaced. Photo #4 is in West Tech where an opening is be cut into an existing wall adjacent to the new Innovation Lab. This room will be split in half with the southern portion serving as secured storage for the aforementioned lab.